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S u rr. ra a r y :
The displacement fields around prismatic and shear dislocation loops in a hexagonal crysta
derived using anisotropic elasticity theory. In graphite, the magnitudes of the displaced
to the basal plane are about an order of magnitude smaller than expected from isotropic th
microscope contrast calculations have been made and give good agreement with the experimen
for interstitial type prismatic dislocation loops.

Ver;errungsfeld und Bildkontrast von Versetzungsringen in Graphit IZ u s a m m e n f a s s u n g :
Die Verserrungsfelder von prismatischen Versetzungsringen und Gleitversetzungsringen in ei
Kristall wurden. analytisch und numerisch berechnet mit hilfe der anisotropen Elast iz i ta ts t
Graphit sind die Verzerrungen parallel zur Basisebene etv;a eine Grossenordnung kleiner als
Isor-ropie^erwarten wiirde. Fur verschiedeneBedingungen wurde dex Elektronenmikroskopkontj
in guter Ubereinstimmung mit dem experircentellen Kontrast fur prismatis^he Zwischengittery

Irradiation of crystalline solids with electrons of sufficiently high energy in the illumi

a high-voitage-electron microscope leads to the displacement of atoms from their normal la

In a suitable range of temperatures, the displaced atoms can snigrate through the la t t i ce i

hence, i t i s possible to study the kinetics of clustering of point defects. We have show

that i rradiat ion of graphite single crystals in the temperature range of 300°C to 600°C il

electron microscope leads to the formation of visible spot-type damage structures.

Figure 1 is a darkfield electron micrograph of the damage structures produced by 150 Kv e

ated for 1 hour at 300°C. The damage clusters exhibit both black and white contrasts iri

numbers. Stereoscopic study of this structure has shown that the black and white spots fi

alternating layers as shown in Fig. 2. The contrast i s also quite sensitive to the diffi

The observations of the damage clusters under various Bragg conditions have indicated tha
v-?*-«wj--1 --^.Akn''.—~«*^"^_~-"^-cg ^-P •'"_£:?.•>•<= t_i:ti.?J.j*Y?i£^. wi th •Paultsd a r e a s i n t h e l o o p s . *J

with depth of these black and white contrasts can be understood qualitatively in terms of
stacking faults . Nevertheless, to interpret the contrast behavior in de ta i l , i t was nece
the image contrasts by applying the dynamical theory of electron diffraction. Calculati
contrasts aD^eai'ing in the electron microscope can be carried out most readily by using t
roation and considering only two beams, thereby reducing the problem essentially to nuvno:
of two simultaneous ordinary differential equations. The vi ta l information needed in
equations is the displacement field around the dislocation loop. In view of the highly
graphite, the validity of Kroupa's2-5 results for these displacement fields, based on iso
theory, seemed to be questionable. In addition to the prismatic dislocation loop case,
loops in crystals, for example vacancy loops in graphite, have their Burgers vectors inc
of the loop. Therefore, i t is also desirable to have e las t ic i ty solutions for a shear-d

Upon investigating the possibil i ty of treating the above problems using anisotropic elas
have found that the Green's function method leads to analytical expressions for the disp
around circular dislocation loops of both prismatic and shear types in a hexagonal cry*
scheme, the component of displacement at a point r_ from the center of the loop i s given
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scheme, the component of displacement at a point r_ from the center of the loop is given by J

u (r) = b . \[ c. ., . U, .(r-r'} dS,' €V
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where b. is the i-th component of the Burgers vector, c.., is the elastic stiffness, U, i

derivative with respect to x, of the elastic Green's function U, , and the integration is per,

the area of the loop S. For a hexagonal crystal, the Green';s function U, is available in a
Km

Substitution of the expression for the Green's function in Eq. (1) yields expressions for the

field in terms of various surface integrals. These surface integrals can be expressed in ter

involving Bessel functions which can, in turn, be expressed in terms of tabulated elliptic in

a prismatic, as well as for a shear dislocation loop. The results of the anisotropic theory

lated numerically in the IBM-360 computer using the recent values of elastic constants for gr

by Blakslee et al ' and Seldin and Nezbeda K The first quadrant of Fig, 3 shows contour pic

of the Burgers vector) of the component of displacement parallel to the basal plane around a
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prismatic dislocation loop in graphite. A similar plot based on the isotropic elasticit

shown in the adjoining second quadrant. Figure 4 shows a similar plot for a shear dislo

graphite. The most significant effect of crystal anisitropy in graphite is to reduce th

the displacements parallel to the basal plane by about an order of magnitude.

We have incorporated these expressions into the calculation of image contrasts of a disl

electron microscope on the basis of the dynamical theory of electron diffraction . Fig

lated darkfield intensity profiles of a prismatic dislocation loop located at the half-di

for two different Bragg reflections using the results of the anisotropic and isotropic e.

Although the image contrasts predicted by these two theories are not appreciably differei

of determining the true size of the defects from the spot size will be significantly aff<

crystal anisotropy is not taken into account. Figure 6 shows the intensity of the diffri

through the center of a prismatic dislocation loop as a function of the depth of the looj

of the surface. The dashed line indicates the intensity of the diffracted beam in the al

The intensity below this background level will give rise to a dark contrast whereas the i

than this level will result in a white contrast. Thus the periodicity with depth of the

contrasts predicted by the theory is in good agreement with experimental observation shov

Image contrast calculations are being carried out for a dislocation loop of the vacancy 1

compenent and the results are being compared with experimental observations.
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Fig. 1. (1011) darkfield electron micrograph of the damage structure produced by 150 Kv e\
illuminating beam of an electron microscope in a one-hour exposure at 300°C.

Fig. 2 Stereoscopic measurements of the black-white distribution of spots as a function
circle represents one spot. Each type of contrast appears periodically in layersj
the surface of the crystal.

Fig. 3. Contour plots (in units of the Burgers vector) of the component of displacement pi
plane of the loop for a circular prismatic dislocation loop in graphite. The lefj
plot is based on the isotropic e las t ic i ty theory while the right half i s the resi
anisotropic theory. P = Xl/R and C = X3/R where R is the radius of the loop.

Fig. 4 Contour plots of the component of displacement parallel to the Burgers vector foi
dislocation loop in graphite.

Fig.. 5 Calculated darkfield intensity profiles of a prismatic dislocation loop located a3
of the crystal for (loll) and Cl0l2) Bragg reflections. Dashed curves are based
ment fiejld of the anisotropic elast ici ty theory, whereas the sc
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Fig. 1 (1011) darkfield electron micrograph of the damage structure produced by- ISO Kv elej
illuminating beam of an electron microscope in a one-hour exposure at 300°C.

IMg. 2 Stereoscopic measurements of the black-white distribution of spots as a function of
circle represents one spot. Each type of contrast appears periodically in layers ^
the surface of the crystal.

Fig. 3 Contour plots (in units of the Burgers vector) of the component of displacement par,
plane of the loop for a circular prismatic dislocation loop in graphite. The left
plot is based on*the isotropic elasticity theory while the right half is the result
anisotropic theory. P = Xl/R and C = X3/R where R is the radius of the loop.

Fig. 4 Contour plots of the component of displacement parallel to the Burgers vector for a
dislocation loop in graphite.

Fig. 5 Calculated darkfield intensity profiles of a prismatic dislocation loop located at t
of the crystal for (lOll) and (iol2) Bragg reflections. Dashed curves are based on
jncnt field of the anisotropic elasticity theory, whereas the solid curves are the re
isotropic theory.

Fig. 6 Calculated intensity of the diffracted beam through the center of a prismatic disloc
a function of the depth of the loop. The periodicity with depth of the black and wh
is in good agreement with experimental observation shown in Fig. 2.
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